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I RUSTS AND SMUTS 

Before harvest time the crop of summer 
spores appears as rusty-looking lines or dots, 
usually upon the leaves but sometimes upon 
the stalk also. This is the " red rust " of wheat. 
Scattered by the wind upon neighbouring 
plants, these spores quickly germinate, spread
ing the disease with fearful rapidity during the 
growing season. Later in the summer '' black 
rust " emerges upon the wheat stems as masses 
of dark-coloured winter spores. These ger
minate the next spring, forming a :filament that 
produces more spores for the wind to waft to 
the barberry leaves, ready to begin the deadly 
cycle all over again. 

Spores Cling to the Seed 
The smut fungus has a less complex history. 

lri the case of smut of wheat, oats, and barley, , 
the spores are clinging to the seed when sown. 
The fungus enters the plantlet soon after it 
sprouts, grows up with it, steals its food, and 
usually prevents it from forming seed. Instead, 
smeary smut masses form, consisting of millions 
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Their Life Histo;y I 
of spores that in the threshing and handling 
attach themselves to the sound grains, thus 
endangering the next crop. 

Maize smut is differeJ;).t in origin, being caused 
not by infected seed but by spores which have 
wintered either in the ground or in the manure 
used as fertilizer. When spring comes these 
spores produce others, which the wind distri
butes over the field, to penetrate the young 
plants. Large boil-like growths develop, which 
gradually darken, forming '' smut balls.'' 

Different Kinds of Smuts 
Smuts are spoken of as " loose " and 

"covered" smuts and "bunt." Loose smut 
changes the spikelet into a sooty mass, which the 
wind blows away, leaving the stalk bare . 
Heads affected by covered smut remain on the 
stalk until the harvest. Bunt affects only wheat 
kernels, and is the most destructive of all wheat 
diseases, sometimes causing the loss of half the 
crop. The powdery mass inside the smutted 
grains smells like decaying fiE-h. 
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In the upper left-hand corner the winter spores of wheat rust are shown breaking from the wheat stalk in spring. To the 
right is a section of barberry leaf with "cluster cups , full of spores on the under side. In the lower left corner is a section 
of. grass leaf .that is furnishing pasture for a fine crop of one-celled summer spores of rust, which ccrn germinate on wheat 
mthout passtng through the barberry stage. What looks like a group of daisies on the right is a daisy leaf on which are 
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growing cluster cups of another species. 
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